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1. Transfer learning
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Transfer learning (definition)
• There are plenty of situation in life where you might have noticed that
learning one task will also improve performance one another related task.
• Learning to ride a motorcycle is easier for people that already know how to
ride a bike etc.
• Similarly, in machine learning, transfer learning is said to occur whenever a
model trained to perform task A can utilize the obtained knowledge to
subsequently learn to perform a related task B better or faster than what it
otherwise would.
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Transfer learning (motivation)
• Machine learning is often said to require lots of data to reach good results,
and this can be a serious bottleneck for even testing AI applications.
• There are plenty of situation (as we will see) where there might be data
readily available for related task, especially for image or text related tasks.
• Motivation: can I transfer general knowledge from a related task with
abundant data to make a model learn my specific task using very little data?
• The answers is very often YES you can!
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Transfer learning (the basic idea)
• Transfer learning seeks to utilize obtained knowledge for performing Task A
to faster learn a similar Task B.
Tunable
model

Input
(e.g. images)

Output
(e.g. labels)
horse, eagle, …

Tuning knobs

• In practice, this means utilizing a model that has been pre-trained
using lots of data on Task A and then just finetuning its parameters
so make it perform well on the similar Task B.
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Image classification example
• Image classification typically rely on some form of sequential convolutional
neural network.
The actual
classification
occurs at the
end of the
network

https://developersbreach.com/convolution-neural-network-deep-learning/
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Image classification example
• Replace the classifier and fine-tune a pre-trained neural network.
The actual
classification
occurs at the
end of the
network

https://developersbreach.com/convolution-neural-network-deep-learning/
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Another interpretation of sequential processing
• Imagine a data processing pipeline with the steps X, Y and Z.
X

Y

Z

• The data processing inequality states that I(X; Y) ≥ I(X; Z).
• In the context of a convolutional neural network, this means that we can only
loose information as input data traverses the network!
• The network can thus be interpreted as filtering out relevant information for a
task.
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Pre-training for image classification
The model could be pre-trained on
ImageNet. “The most highly-used
subset of ImageNet is the ImageNet
Large Scale Visual Recognition
Challenge (ILSVRC) 2012-2017
image classification and localization
dataset. This dataset spans 1000
object classes and contains
1,281,167 training images, 50,000
validation images and 100,000 test
images.”
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2. Practical example
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Practical example (task definition)
• We will utilize a network pre-trained on ImageNet (Task A) to create an
image classifier for a related image classification task (Task B) using transfer
learning.
• Our second task (Task B) will be to recognize whether an image contains:
–
–
–
–

a cat,
a tiger,
a lion, or
a lynx.

• We will automatically download 50 images of each category from Bing.
• We will use FastAI which utilizes PyTorch.
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Practical example (demo)

Demo notebook available at:
https://github.com/NoviaIntSysGroup/ai-coursematerial/blob/main/Session%202/FastAI%20image
%20classification.ipynb
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Practical example (summary)
• We were able to get a really good classifier for our example task in a very
short time and with very little data and coding.
• Transfer learning generally results in better performance and faster training.
• Transfer learning has successfully been used to transfer knowledge from
image classification using ImageNet (Task A) to classifying:
– X-ray images,
– Clipart images,
– Quickdraw images.
What is being transferred in transfer learning?
Neyshabur et al. (2020)
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You don’t necessarily even need labels
• Natural language processing tasks
largely rely self-supervised learning.
• This makes it possible to do pretraining without labels, and there is
plenty of unlabeled text available
online.
• This general idea has been to train
models predict the next word in a
text, or alternatively missing words in
given text.
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Transformer

Pre-trained language models
• Pre-trained language models can be modified with a custom classifier and
fine-tuned for your task, just like the convolutional network example.
• There are freely available models for many languages these days.

Pre-trained models: Past, present and future
Han et al. (2021)
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Self-supervised learning also works for images
• The same self-supervision trick used for
training language models can also be
used with images.
• Do you remember the autoencoder?
Bottleneck
Encoder

Latent
space

Decoder

• Similarly to predicting missing words,
masked autoencoders learn to fill in
masked out regions in images
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Transfer learning possibilities
• Pre-trained models make it possible to utilize the full power of recent
advances in machine learning on your specific task very quickly and with
very little data and coding.
• Pre-trained models are available for generic task, and you can even find nocode products.
• Typical generic tasks include:

https://peltarion.com/product/image
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Pre-trained networks and their architectures
• There are a lot of different pre-trained networks freely available.
• These are typically named in one way or another after the network’s
architecture.
• Different architectures are typically used for different tasks.
• Examples include:
– Image classification: Residual neural networks (ResNet18, 34, 50)
– Image segmentation: U-net
– Language models: Transformers (BERT, RoBERTa)
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3. Things to keep in mind
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Task difficulty
• Available pre-trained models are
typically trained on a huge
dataset and with the intent to
learn a “very” difficult task.
• The networks are therefore often
huge, increasing the
computational load when making
predictions.
• Real tasks can often be easier in
which case the network is
unnecessarily big and complex.
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Three simple rules of thumb when training models
1. Start simple: you rarely know beforehand how difficult a task is.
–
–

Simple models gives you a baseline for future comparisons.
More complex models should perform better than the baseline.

2. Investigate data points that have “bad” model predictions.
–

Is there something wrong with the data, or with the data collection.

3. Be wary of too good model performance.
–

Data is rarely perfectly “clean”, too good performance is usually an indication that
something is wrong.

Transfer learning completely skips the comparison to simpler models.
→ You learn less about the task and what makes it difficult.
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The work don’t stop after the model is trained!
• Machine learning implementations also require “maintenance” or “updates”.
• Model drift is a real concern for most applications.
– Concept drift: the input-output mapping changes over time (spam detection).
– Data drift: the input data to our model changes over time (new components).
– Collection/processing changes: sensor drift (degradation over time).

• A complete solution consists of automated steps that continuously monitor
performance and retrain models as needed.
• Task knowledge and as simple models as possible will make it easier to
maintain the complete solution.
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Shopping with a tank

Which vehicle is
better for going to the
local store?

• Transfer learning can lead to a situation where you go shopping with a
tank without knowing about it.
• Always good to check the task difficulty at some point!
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OboDigI 4.0 Project roadmap
Project goal: We are looking for a couple of demo cases.
– Evaluate task feasibility.
– Look over data requirements, availability and collection.
– Present potential AI solutions.

Program:
– Next session 18.5.2022
– The continuation program is based on the demo cases and your wishes.
– LET US KNOW WHAT YOU WANT AND NEED!
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Thank you
Questions?

Contact us:

Suggestions?

Johan Westö
+358 (0)44 358 4836
johan.westo@novia.fi

Ideas?
Sören Mattbäck
+358 (0)50 306 5092
soren.mattback@novia.fi

General thoughts?
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